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YEAR 9 CHILD STUDIES 2020 

 

‘Preparing for Parenthood’  

 
Due Date: Friday 20th March, 2020 (Week 8) by 3.10pm 

 

Submit your task online via the Year 9 Child Studies 
Google Classroom page.  

 

Ensure that you ‘turn in’ your task to the ‘Preparing for 
Parenthood Assessment Task Submission Box’. 

 

Assessment Name:   

 

Preparing for Parenthood         
    ‘Interactive Educational Resource' 

 

Grade:    A   /  B   /   C   /   D   /   E 

 

Weighting:  20% 

 

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED: 

CS5-5 Evaluates strategies that promote the growth and development of children 

CS5-7 Discusses the importance of positive relationships for the growth and development of children 

CS5-8 Evaluates the role of community resources that promote and support the wellbeing of children and families

  

DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED: 

Evaluate - Make a judgement based on criteria; determine the value of. 
Discuss - Identify issues and provide points for and/or against 

 

BACKGROUND: Having a baby is a lifechanging experience and it may take some parents a while to 

adjust and to feel confident in their new role. Parenthood can often be demanding and unpredictable, 

therefore it’s common for expectant parents to experience a range of emotions, including feelings of 

excitement, wonder, and happiness as well as feelings of worrisome, being overwhelmed, and/or 

consistently tired. 

 

TASK DESCRIPTION: Create an interactive educational resource designed to prepare expectant 

parents for the birth of their child.  

 

Your interactive educational resource should be computer generated using ICT (eg. a poster, 
brochure or infographic using Canva, a webpage using Adobe Page, Weebly, Wix or Google 

Sites, an animation using Powtoon, an Ebook using Book Creator, etc) 

be both peer and teacher assessed 
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA – STUDENT CHECKLIST: 

 

You will be assessed on your ability to create an interactive educational resource that appropriately 
responds to each of the following points:  

 

Becoming a parent and how best to transition into the role 

Parenting at different stages of life (pros, cons, challenges faced)  

Physical, financial, social and emotional preparations/considerations for the baby’s arrival  

Determine the role that nutrition has on growth and development (including bottle vs breast 

feeding). Provide specific examples of appropriate foods and supplements for pregnant women. 

Provide details on the types of financial support, parental leave and benefits that are available to 

parents   

Discuss alternate parenting styles and propose strategies on how to best raise a child  

Include a reference list 

 

* USE THE BOLD TEXT IN THE POINTS ABOVE AS THE HEADINGS  

IN YOUR INTERACTIVE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE*  
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MARKING CRITERIA 
 Comprehensive, detailed and highly relevant information covering all 6 areas 

 Justifies nutritional needs and decisions on how the child should be fed (breast or 

bottle) including 5 reasonable advantages  

 Provides thorough detail on 5 or more types of financial support, parental leave 

and benefits that are available to parents   

 Extensive use of appropriate terms, spelling and grammar. Clearly set out and 

formatted including pictures/diagrams where appropriate. 

 4 or more relevant references included 

 

Grade 

 

A 

 

 Detailed and relevant information covering 4-5 areas 

 Justifies nutritional needs and decisions on how the child should be fed (breast or 

bottle) including 4 reasonable advantages  

 Provides adequate detail on 4-5 types of financial support, parental leave and 

benefits that are available to parents 

 Thorough use of terms, spelling and grammar. Clearly set out and 

formatted including pictures/diagrams where appropriate. 

 4 relevant references included  

 

 

 

 

B 

 

 

 Adequate detail and mostly relevant information provided covering 3-4 areas 

 Justifies nutritional needs and decisions on how the child will be fed (breast or 

bottle) including 3 or more reasonable advantages. 

 Provides basic detail on 3-4 types of financial support, parental leave and 

benefits that are available to parents 

 Appropriate use of terms, spelling and grammar. Well set out and formatted 

including some pictures/diagrams. 

 3 references included 

 

 

 

C 

 

 Basic detail provided covering 2-3 areas 

 Justifies nutritional needs and decisions on how the child will be fed (breast or 

bottle) including 2 reasonable advantages. 

 Provides basic detail on 2-3 types of financial support, parental leave and 

benefits that are available to parents 

 Appropriate use of terms, spelling and grammar. Basic formatting to include some 

pictures/diagrams. 

 2 references included 

 

 

 

 

D 

 

 Limited detail provided covering 1- 2 areas 

 Identifies some nutritional needs and decisions on how the child should be fed 

(breast or bottle) including 1 reasonable advantage 

 Provides limited detail on 1-2 types of financial support, parental leave and 

benefits that are available to parents 

 Some appropriate use of terms, spelling and grammar. Limited use of formatting 

and images. 

 1 reference included 

 

 

E 
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Suggested Resources 

 

 Parenting magazines 

 Community Health Centre - brochures and information 

 https://www.pregnancybirthbaby.org.au/being-a-parent 

 https://healthyfamilies.beyondblue.org.au/pregnancy-and-new-parents/becoming-a-parent-what-to-

expect 

 https://www.australia.gov.au/information-and-services/family-and-community/starting-a-family 

 http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/1370.0~2010~Chapter~Family%2

0structure%20(4.5.6.1) 

 https://www.centrelink.gov.au/custsite_pfe/pymtfinderest/paymentFinderEstimatorPage.jsf?wec-

appid=pymtfinderest&wec-locale=en_US#stay 

 

 https://familiesaustralia.org.au/policies-submissions/current-policy-areas/building-stronger-

australian-families/families-in-australia/ 

 http://www.health.wa.gov.au/docreg/education/population/womens_health/HP011310_becoming_a

_parent_booklet.pdf 

 https://www.pregnancybirthbaby.org.au/your-physical-and-emotional-wellbeing 

 https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/ServicesAndSupport/pregnancy-support-fathers-

partners-and-carers 

 https://www.education.sa.gov.au/parenting-and-child-care/parenting/parenting-sa/parent-easy-

guides/parenting-style-parent-easy-guide 

 https://www.pregnancybirthbaby.org.au/parenting-styles  

 https://www.eatforhealth.gov.au/ 
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